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IC marchers back immigrants

BY MARGARET POE

Her name tag, pinned to an apron overflowing with ripe, plump berries and growing rabbits, said it all.

Sharon “The Cookie Lady” Dettman has peddled such homemade creations as her chocolate-studded river boat cookie since she was 12 years old. Dettman has participated in several Harvest of Hope events since the program moved into Iowa City this year.

“Developed by the Millendon, We Based nonprofit "Churches’..."
Recently authorized increases to the federally funded Pell Grant program could put more money into the pockets of potentially 20,000 students, but budget constraints could mean the money is not enough.

Approved by the U.S. House of Representatives, the bill was signed into law by President Bush on March 24, 2006, and is now law. The law is likely to be signed by the U.S. Senate in the near future.

"But the law doesn't do anything about the students who are currently enrolled and struggling," scholar University of Iowa associate professor said. "The law only helps the students who are currently enrolled."
IC rally backs immigration

**MARCH CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A**

“They’re needed,” he said, “they’re all brothers and sisters.”

“They’re needed,” he said, “they’re all brothers and sisters.”

“We’re all brothers and sisters,” he said. “I welcome the opportunity to walk with my brothers and sisters to support fair legislation.”

-Miller Jerry, deacon at St. Patrick’s

---

**Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin — until ABBA’s “Dancing Queen” gave way to a dance-off.**

McEligott snapped his fingers and mouthed lyrics, deftly switching partners through the night. Though less enthusiastic about cut-throat, she said. “It would have to be discussed across the entire university.”

McEligott also proposed an education program for students to learn their legal rights in dealing with police, which would feature Nick Mayhew, a candidate for Johnson County attorney.

“This is something that’s overdue,” said Mayhew, who said McEligott and Stark have already approached him. “People just need to know their rights.”

The pair have said they want to convert used cooking oil on campus into biodiesel fuel for the Cambus fleet, using an on-campus generator staffed by students — an idea Cambus director Brian McClatchey said would be nearly impossible to bring to fruition.

McEligott and Stark focused largely on a plan for a campus “dead week” before finals, when professors would not be allowed to assign homework. Philip Johann, the UI vice president for Student Services, said university policy would have to change, and the UI vice president, vice president, and the deans of each college would have to be involved in the process.

“We’s not a one-shot deal,” he said. “It would have to be discussed across the entire university.”
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ICING USG has a ball

**USG CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A**

Those in attendance also heard a farewell address from outgoing USG President Mark Kresekow and Vice Presi dent Lauren McCarthy and watched 27 senators pledge to serve students in the coming year.

The annual inauguration ceremony, normally a simple event, was held at a ballroom at the University of Iowa Memorial Union, Thomas said. Unspent for Homecoming, he said. “It’s not a one-shot deal,” he said. “It would have to be discussed across the entire university.”
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McEligott and Stark focused largely on a plan for a campus “dead week” before finals, when professors would not be allowed to assign homework. Philip Johann, the UI vice president for Student Services, said university policy would have to change, and the UI vice president, vice president, and the deans of each college would have to be involved in the process.
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“This is something that’s overdue,” said Mayhew, who said McEligott and Stark have already approached him. “People just need to know their rights.”

The pair have said they want to convert used cooking oil on campus into biodiesel fuel for the Cambus fleet, using an on-campus generator staffed by students — an idea Cambus director Brian McClatchey said would be nearly impossible to bring to fruition.
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MCCARTAN

As a novitiate of the nominating committees, Stark and representatives from the three student senates will review a myriad of candidates, including the current City Council alternate Austin Bird.

"Obviously, we're going to take all the applications," Stark said. "But if Eaton's willing to take the job, it would be a very good thing to do.

Bauert said he plans on applying for the job and looked fondly upon his experience in his current position.

"It has been very rewarding to report students in a positive light," he said.

Picking up where current liaison Jeremy Schreiber leaves off, the UI junior said he would continue to prod the council about a late-night bus route.

The Des Moines native also proposed a "truish to treasure" program to encourage students to drop off furniture or electronics to be sold at a collection site. The profit made would be donated to a worthy cause, he said.

Bauert said the liaison-assisted job was stressful at times — especially during the "late vote campaign" held during the City Council campaign.

Meanwhile, counselors who were previously divorced on the idea of a student representative on the council were reinvigorated past comments.

Dee Vanderhoof, who voted against the liaison resolution in March 2005, said the move was "setting a precedent of setting a seat at the table that I didn't think the food is a little over-rated. But, still, knowing the that magical night. I'd also like to thank the good people behind it for making it happen."

TBD

Elliott, who voted for the resolution and got Henry declined to comment comment letters to provide a level of accountability.
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"It was not that we wanted to cut ties with the community, but we wanted to participate, she added.
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BY MEGAN V. MALLOY

Imagines spending more than two hours of the school day just on math. Or never studying a unit in biology because the class has to focus on one subject for weeks.

It isn’t a nightmare from stu- dents’ elementaries school days; it’s reality for thousands of school children nationwide, and Iowa City administrators say that trend won’t be easy to reverse.

A report recently released from the Center on Education Policy reveals that 71 percent of U.S. elementary and middle schools allocate greater than six hours per week to math. That’s up from 65 percent in 2001, the last time the study was conducted, the shift is an effort to improve student performance on the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

Iowa City school officials say they expected to see a rise in the same trend, but for themselves because he is cre- dited with helping fell communism. Around 10,000 of them from John Paul’s native Poland, where anniver- sary of the late pope their love.

Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz, John Paul's longtime personal secre- tary, continued to praise his patient and sainthood.

One group of Pols from a town named with the lights of ten thousand of candles shining with the red and white flags of Pope John Paul II and a banner that read “John Paul the Great Saint” — a reference to the canonization that took place in the Vatican on Wednesday, the 26th anniversary of his death — sent the faithful that John Paul II’s memory was too much alive.
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This most recent election for UI Student Government has demonstrated much more about us, for our improvement, than we had observed in 2003. In that light, it doesn’t come as much of a surprise that the election itself — according to UI Graduate Student Union election officials, who were students, who were involved in setting up the new instant-runoff voting system — was severely flawed as well. The new voting system seems, in many ways, to be a better version of USG’s own; this is not a concept that it cannot be compromised by potential manipulation or unintended error. The instant-runoff system appears to have been vulnerable to both of these dangers.

The report’s authors, who were tasked with writing the computer program on which the instant-runoff balloting depended, were given the job only two weeks before the election, and they complain the specific requirements for the program continued to fluctuate as they attempted to write it. The problem continued throughout the entire election, itself, on March 7, the announcement of the results had to be delayed for more than an hour. Because of the instant-runoff system information about the vote tallies for each candidate by name — which adds the danger of individual bias to the existing programming problem — was too slow to be able to choose the same candidate in different rankings of preferences, potentially causing confusion and defeating the purpose of the system.

The following is an unofficial guide to the Iowa City bar scene, compiled from the experiences of New Hawkeyes and others, but the material of this man- dating guide is not to be misconstrued as evidence that people laid — myself excluded.

When entering a bar in Iowa City, it is important to establish your class year as a goal on your mind should be making new friends, not a where you are from; you want to be friendly, flashy, and interesting. However, at the same time, you may need to look, talk, and act conservatively, as you typically do when you give just like everyone else, and as you know just what to expect. If the person next sits in a large group of people in the halls, you have to be able to get their attention by saying: “Hey what’s up? Do you come here often?” or “Hey, you’re from Iowa or your right back.

Bar

Knowing and acting on bird-flu threat

This spring, wild bird migration will bring the deadly bird flu virus to Ameri- can shores. In the wake of the SARS outbreak, the government has been publicizing the bird-flu threat to help prevent individuals from being infected. Our government may appear to be ready for the bird flu with this life-saving medicine, but the pandemic may still occur. Even though the bird flu does not kill every infected individual, Americans will want to be protected. This can- not happen. As of now, there is only enough vaccine to treat one in 14 people. The government guarantees that in spite of this, we will still be ready. Everyone deserves equal treatment, and because of the government, America is ill-prepared yet again. History is repeating; just as with Katrina, the government seems to be wait- ing — and remember, no smiling.

DATING

The government contends that it must prioritize the recipients of the vaccine; younger than 6 months. The rest of us are left to wait in line.

Even though the bird flu’s evolving nature has prevented the invention of a single vaccine, the U.S. government has made advanced preparations on a case of a future pandemic. A quick, efficient method of mass-producing an effec- tive vaccine should have been looked into when the bird flu hit the first human case nine years ago. In case of a vaccine shortage, the government should not have the ability to choose who will live and die. Everyone deserves equal treatment, and because of the government, America is ill-prepared yet again.
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**FILM REVIEW**

*Basic Instinct 2*  
*by David Frank*

**Basic Instinct 2**

Where:  
100, 400, 6:45, and 9:30
Where:  
Scarletts Cinema 12  
123 S. Linn St., free.

This time, she mesmerizes a London psychiatrist, played by David Morissey. Her lips, and Michael Douglas remember much about the original’s release, comes to this film critic as a concert movie out of film critic Touch may be too arty as a concert movie out of...at:

**FILM REVIEW**

*Basic Instinct 2*  
*by Will Scheibel*

**Touch the Sound**  
*Where: 5:15  
Where: Now *** and up  
Where: Entire program at: CAFE ---arts--- WALTERS

Musician Evelyn Glennie, the subject of Touch the Sound, performs in a scene filmed at New York City's Guggenheim Museum. Director Thomas Riedelsheimer portrays the unconventional explorations with percussive sound of Glennie, who has been mostly deaf since she was 8.

After encouragement from her father and elementary-school teachers, the Scottish-born 40-year-old took her piano-playing background and decided to hone her musical obsession toward percussion — despite losing her hearing at 8 years old. Touching aside her hearing aid and using her body as a "swimming chamber," Glennie managed to attend a non-deaf school and perform by feeling the vibrations reverberating from and around her instruments. She attains the same no-difference between hearing with your ears and hearing with your body.

The film shows her New York street performances, improvised recording with contemporary composer Paul Firth in a German warehouse, and rocking jam-sessions with Rodney Dangerfield.

"My whole life is about music..." Glennie tells the viewer in the opening scene. "It's about a character study or rather than a straight documentary, but the film is not so much a character study or music lesson as it is a meditation on the relationship between sound and image, the power of silence, and the rhythms of everyday life. Above all, Riedelsheimer tries to represent how Glennie perceives the world and her work. "My whole life is about sound. It's what makes me tick as a human being," she tells the viewer in the opening scene. The result is a fascinating feast for the senses, rich in poetic and evocative sequences that capture both the physical beauty of the Cage ensemble Glennie explores, as well as her musical brilliance. Like its subject, Touch the Sound may be too arty and eccentric for its own good, and the uneven pacing will surely agitate some viewers. But with its surprising originality of form and content, Riedelsheimer’s portrait emerges as a both a sensitive psychological portrait of this woman and a stunning showcase for her talent.

E-mail: Ditto@dailylowan.com  
Will Scheibel at iowadaily@iowaweb.com

**When all sound is touch**

**When all sound is touch**

Musician Evelyn Glennie, the subject of Touch the Sound, performs in a scene filmed at New York City’s Guggenheim Museum. Director Thomas Riedelsheimer portrays the unconventional explorations with percussive sound of Glennie, who has been mostly deaf since she was 8.

After encouragement from her father and elementary-school teachers, the Scottish-born 40-year-old took her piano-playing background and decided to hone her musical obsession toward percussion — despite losing her hearing at 8 years old. Touching aside her hearing aid and using her body as a “swimming chamber,” Glennie managed to attend a non-deaf school and perform by feeling the vibrations reverberating from and around her instruments. She attains the same no-difference between hearing with your ears and hearing with your body.

The film shows her New York street performances, improvised recording with contemporary composer Paul Firth in a German warehouse, and rocking jam-sessions with Rodney Dangerfield. "My whole life is about music..." Glennie tells the viewer in the opening scene. "It's about a character study or rather than a straight documentary, but the film is not so much a character study or music lesson as it is a meditation on the relationship between sound and image, the power of silence, and the rhythms of everyday life. Above all, Riedelsheimer tries to represent how Glennie perceives the world and her work. "My whole life is about sound. It's what makes me tick as a human being," she tells the viewer in the opening scene. The result is a fascinating feast for the senses, rich in poetic and evocative sequences that capture both the physical beauty of the Cage ensemble Glennie explores, as well as her musical brilliance. Like its subject, Touch the Sound may be too arty and eccentric for its own good, and the uneven pacing will surely agitate some viewers. But with its surprising originality of form and content, Riedelsheimer’s portrait emerges as a both a sensitive psychological portrait of this woman and a stunning showcase for her talent.
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The film shows her New York street performances, improvised recording with contemporary composer Paul Firth in a German warehouse, and rocking jam-sessions with Rodney Dangerfield. "My whole life is about music..." Glennie tells the viewer in the opening scene. "It's about a character study or rather than a straight documentary, but the film is not so much a character study or music lesson as it is a meditation on the relationship between sound and image, the power of silence, and the rhythms of everyday life. Above all, Riedelsheimer tries to represent how Glennie perceives the world and her work. "My whole life is about sound. It's what makes me tick as a human being," she tells the viewer in the opening scene. The result is a fascinating feast for the senses, rich in poetic and evocative sequences that capture both the physical beauty of the Cage ensemble Glennie explores, as well as her musical brilliance. Like its subject, Touch the Sound may be too arty and eccentric for its own good, and the uneven pacing will surely agitate some viewers. But with its surprising originality of form and content, Riedelsheimer’s portrait emerges as a both a sensitive psychological portrait of this woman and a stunning showcase for her talent.
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Musician Evelyn Glennie, the subject of Touch the Sound, performs in a scene filmed at New York City’s Guggenheim Museum. Director Thomas Riedelsheimer portrays the unconventional explorations with percussive sound of Glennie, who has been mostly deaf since she was 8.

After encouragement from her father and elementary-school teachers, the Scottish-born 40-year-old took her piano-playing background and decided to hone her musical obsession toward percussion — despite losing her hearing at 8 years old. Touching aside her hearing aid and using her body as a “swimming chamber,” Glennie managed to attend a non-deaf school and perform by feeling the vibrations reverberating from and around her instruments. She attains the same no-difference between hearing with your ears and hearing with your body.

The film shows her New York street performances, improvised recording with contemporary composer Paul Firth in a German warehouse, and rocking jam-sessions with Rodney Dangerfield. "My whole life is about music..." Glennie tells the viewer in the opening scene. "It's about a character study or rather than a straight documentary, but the film is not so much a character study or music lesson as it is a meditation on the relationship between sound and image, the power of silence, and the rhythms of everyday life. Above all, Riedelsheimer tries to represent how Glennie perceives the world and her work. "My whole life is about sound. It's what makes me tick as a human being," she tells the viewer in the opening scene. The result is a fascinating feast for the senses, rich in poetic and evocative sequences that capture both the physical beauty of the Cage ensemble Glennie explores, as well as her musical brilliance. Like its subject, Touch the Sound may be too arty and eccentric for its own good, and the uneven pacing will surely agitate some viewers. But with its surprising originality of form and content, Riedelsheimer’s portrait emerges as a both a sensitive psychological portrait of this woman and a stunning showcase for her talent.
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Market vendors giving back

FARMERS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

The vendors donate a portion of their sales, providing they bring in more than $150, to a crisis fund serving cities and Iowa City’s St. Andrew Presbyterian Church on April 1. Dettman is one of many farmers who apply for financial assistance. Yet the sell- ers still reap most of the profits. Sharon “The Cookie Lady” Earles emphasized the spir- itual underlying the effort. Though not proselytizing, the group embraces aspects of the Christian faith while advocating organic and sustainable agricultures.

“Harvest of Hope” focuses on proper and responsible stewardship of the earth,” Earles said. “It’s more about living out the religion.” The new program has joined an array of farmers’ markets dotting the state. A 2005 report by an Iowa State University economics profes- sor reported there were 189 farmers’ markets in Iowa. The study estimated total farmers’ market sales in 2004 at $2 million, approxi- mately $5,000 customers and 1,600 vendors attended at least one gathering a week. Yet, these markets occur pri- marily in the summer months, leaving vendors far from their customers’ smiling faces — and pocketbooks — for a large part of the year. Recognizing this, Harvest of Hope’s creators seized the opportunity in 2003 to launch the winter sales.

In the seven Iowa sales so far this season, the group raised a total of $750, Earles said. Based on the Wisconsin model, in which each farmer receives around $500 to $1,000, more cookies still need to be sold before the first grant is awarded. But the ven- dors pledged their ongoing support. “What they’re doing is won- derful,” said Louise Johnson, who hawked an array of cremeed honey products at a show in Madison, Wis., East Lansing, Mich., and San Francisco.

“I am confident there will be a show in Iowa City next year,” Brooks said. “There could possibly be two shows, with one in Des Moines as well.”

“[Harvest of Hope] focuses on proper and responsible stewardship of the earth,” Earles emphasized the spir- itual underlying the effort. Though not proselytizing, the group embraces aspects of the Christian faith while advocating organic and sustainable agricultures. She called for a larger part of the year. Recognizing this, Harvest of Hope’s creators seized the opportunity in 2003 to launch the winter sales. Earles said. Based on the Wisconsin model, in which each farmer receives around $500 to $1,000, more cookies still need to be sold before the first grant is awarded. But the ven- ders pledged their ongoing support.

What they’re doing is won- derful,” said Louise Johnson, who hawked an array of creameed honey products at a show in Madison, Wis., East Lansing, Mich., and San Francisco. "I am confident there will be a show in Iowa City next year," Brooks said. “There could possibly be two shows, with one in Des Moines as well.”

The new program has joined an array of farmers’ markets dotting the state. A 2005 report by an Iowa State University economics profes- sor reported there were 189 farmers’ markets in Iowa. The study estimated total farmers’ market sales in 2004 at $2 million, approxi- mately $5,000 customers and 1,600 vendors attended at least one gathering a week. Yet, these markets occur pri- marily in the summer months, leaving vendors far from their customers’ smiling faces — and pocketbooks — for a large part of the year. Recognizing this, Harvest of Hope’s creators seized the opportunity in 2003 to launch the winter sales.

In the seven Iowa sales so far this season, the group raised a total of $750, Earles said. Based on the Wisconsin model, in which each farmer receives around $500 to $1,000, more cookies still need to be sold before the first grant is awarded. But the ven- ders pledged their ongoing support. "What they’re doing is won- derful,” said Louise Johnson, who hawked an array of cremeed honey products at a show in Madison, Wis., East Lansing, Mich., and San Francisco. “I am confident there will be a show in Iowa City next year,” Brooks said. “There could possibly be two shows, with one in Des Moines as well.”
Maryland's Montiaze Coleman

**WOMEN'S NCAA BASKETBALL**

Maryland, 81, North Carolina 70

**BOSTON** — Maryland is playing for its first national championship in 11 years and, before Terrapins are no fluke.

Hawks may move fast on wrestling

The Hawkeye baseball team loses three out of four to Ohio State in what proved to be a long weekend

**BY RYAN LONG**

Iowa baseball coach Rick Heller talks a lot about getting better every day. This past weekend was a step back.

The Hawks dropped three of four contests to Ohio State at Duane Banks Field, including a 35-1 thrashing in the season finale, Sunday afternoon. Hawks pitcher John Shuck went eight innings and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.

"It's disappointing," Dahl said. "That's not the way we want to start off the Big Ten play, but you just look, and we just didn't play really good, fundamentally, [we] gave up way too many errors, didn't get the consistent pitching that we need to have, didn't swing the bat as well as we could of, and, really, in every way, we had a lot of breakdowns." After falling 12-5 to the Buckeyes in Iowa's March split, Iowa split a double-header winning 7-5, losing 6-4 on April 1. Jeff Mallard, who was Iowa's only pitcher in the series, said the Buckeyes (11-13-3 Big Ten) can't let the opponents' pitching dictate the flow of the game. "A lot of hard losses to be learned here," he said. "Just get us to stop the bleeding when it gets bad, and that's going to come with senior leadership. When a guy is throwing a good game, [three years I've been here, so it's been a challenge]," he said. "We just got to stop the winning pitcher in the series, said the Terps, who had beaten the Hawks in the season opener. The Terps hit three home runs and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.

Iowa had played its previous home weekend in just four short years under coach Brenda Frese, the Terps have joined the nation's elite.

The only team to beat top-ranked North Carolina in the regular season did it again Sunday in the national semifinals, losing, 59-45, to UCLA like the women, the men were towed to hang another banner atop the AP poll before losing, 6-4, on April 1. "We always have a short list of people who we would interview on an opening scenario. The same is true in this case. We will move as expeditiously as we can, while still being thorough." bowls over, and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.

Maryland is playing for its first national championship in 11 years and, before Terrapins are no fluke.

**BY DAN PARR**

**THE DAILY IOWAN**

It may be only a matter of days before Iowa has a new leader at the helm of the once-mighty Hawks wrestling team.

Athletic Director Bob Bowlsby may move fast on wrestling. Some have speculated Gable may even come out of retirement to resume coaching; however, he told the Daily Iowan this case. It may be only a matter of days before Iowa has a new leader at the helm of the once-mighty Hawkeye wrestling team.

This past weekend was a step back.

The Hawks dropped three of four contests to Ohio State at Duane Banks Field, including a 35-1 thrashing in the season finale, Sunday afternoon. Hawks pitcher John Shuck went eight innings and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.

"It's disappointing," Dahl said. "That's not the way we want to start off the Big Ten play, but you just look, and we just didn't play really good, fundamentally, [we] gave up way too many errors, didn't get the consistent pitching that we need to have, didn't swing the bat as well as we could of, and, really, in every way, we had a lot of breakdowns." After falling 12-5 to the Buckeyes in Iowa's March split, Iowa split a double-header winning 7-5, losing 6-4 on April 1. Jeff Mallard, who was Iowa's only pitcher in the series, said the Buckeyes (11-13-3 Big Ten) can't let the opponents' pitching dictate the flow of the game. "A lot of hard losses to be learned here," he said. "Just get us to stop the bleeding when it gets bad, and that's going to come with senior leadership. When a guy is throwing a good game, [three years I've been here, so it's been a challenge]," he said. "We just got to stop the winning pitcher in the series, said the Terps, who had beaten the Hawks in the season opener. The Terps hit three home runs and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.

Maryland is playing for its first national championship in 11 years and, before Terrapins are no fluke.

The only team to beat top-ranked North Carolina in the regular season did it again Sunday in the national semifinals, losing, 59-45, to UCLA like the women, the men were towed to hang another banner atop the AP poll before losing, 6-4, on April 1. "We always have a short list of people who we would interview on an opening scenario. The same is true in this case. We will move as expeditiously as we can, while still being thorough." bowls over, and limited the Hawkeyes to just one hit.
HAWKEYE SPORTS SCHEDULE
Today's Games
Sunday's Games
San Francisco at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
San Francisco 75 87 .463 7
Kansas City 56 106 .346 43
Detroit (Rogers 14-8) at Kansas City (Elarton 11-9), 3:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 10-9) at Baltimore (Lopez 15-10), 1:05 p.m.
Chicago 99 63 .611 —
San Diego 59 98 .370 34

Final 2005 Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
West Division W L Pct GB
Chicago 79 83 .488 21
San Francisco 71 91 .447 33
Colorado 67 95 .414 15
Pittsburgh 67 95 .414 33

Central Division W L Pct GB
Milwaukee 81 81 .500 19
Washington 81 81 .500 9
Detroit (Rogers 14-8) at Kansas City (Elarton 11-9), 3:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 10-9) at Baltimore (Lopez 15-10), 1:05 p.m.
Chicago 99 63 .611 —
San Diego 59 98 .370 34

East Division W L Pct GB
St. Louis 100 62 .617 —
New York 95 67 .586 —
Atlanta (T.Hudson 14-9) at L.A. Dodgers (Lowe 12-15), 3:10 p.m.
Boston 92 68 .588 11

NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST

HAWKEYE ATHLETICS

Softball bats illini, falls to N'western
The Iowa softball team's dubious start to Big Ten play was ended under the weight of No. 15 Northwestern's offensive avalanche when the Wildcats swept the Hawkeyes in Evanston on Tuesday and Wednesday.

For the two games, the Hawkeyes earned a total of 16 hits to the Wildcats' 34, and knocked in six runs with two home runs, one double and two singles. The Illini, on the other hand, only managed one run in the entire series, giving up four hits on their end.

The loss marked the 10th loss for the Hawkeyes. They beat the Illini, 9-4, in their first game of the weekend and had them handled again, 7-4, for the sweeper. The Illini hit 16 hits in the last and second five runs in the first inning were driven by sub- par hitting and two hits in the second.

Iowa's series is currently 1-4 against Illini, and Iowa's only series win came back in 1999, the last year Iowa competed against Illinois.

Women's golf plays in Utah event
The Iowa women's golf team will compete in its third event of the spring in the NCAA regional, traveling to St. George, Utah, where the Hawkeye women laced up their clubs on Monday.

The meet is a 54-hole event, and the Hawkeyes are the No. 5 team in the nation, ranked No. 15 a year ago but risen to No. 5 this year.

The Hawkeye golfers have to add two more rounds of golf to the mix and then the team will be done. Iowa entered the meet with a 13th place finish in the NCAA regional a year ago and other teams ranked 11th and 12th.

"It was a tough day," said Hawkeye coach Kendal Kwei.
"We didn't have any big expectations coming into the regatta of sweeping it or anything, but I definitely thought we'd race closer than we did.

Iowa lost all five of its races, respectively, while the ranked Minnesota seized first, followed by Colorado, Michigan, St. Cloud State, respectively, while the Hawkeyes came in fifth.

One reason the Hawks may not have put together those strides was the cold water temperatures (28 degrees on Saturday), said Jamie Siers. "Jamie Siers. "We're sitting in a boat, you're down."

Iowa's last five races were not the best, including two sweep qualifiers, and they are currently ranked 15th in the nation, and they had lost just once in the Big Ten after falling in its quest to capturing the league title.

The Hawkeyes, played in Ann Arbor, Mich., on Sunday and were 17th. The Hawkeyes entered Sunday's event ranked 29th in the nation and had lost their last event the week before in Los Angeles. It's apparent that the Hawkeyes' top singles player wasn't able to be a factor in the event, and No. 7 Mathias Madsen (6-2, 6-4).

"The win in LA was 2-0 including a tiebreak, but the Hawkeyes' top singles player won in the deciding point," said Jamie Siers. "The Hawkeyes were 2-0 including a tiebreak, and it was a 2-0 win, and the Hawkeyes' top singles player won the deciding point."

It was a tough day. We didn't have any big expectations coming into the regatta of sweeping it or anything, but I definitely thought we'd race closer than we did.

Iowa did finish ahead of Nebraska-OMaha and North Dakota State, but the Hawkeyes' first and second varsity 8s finished in 8:30:29 and 8:57:30 respectively.

"We've had a huge margin on them," said Hawkeye captain James Morosky. "There's just no way we can put the fleet together to get those teams in the mix. Minnesota is a very strong team, but it's not like I think because of this kind of event we will never be able to compete with them.

Iowa's water likely hasn't been any warmer than Iowa's this spring. Kowal thought part of the Gopher's success was because they were understood and should do their job. Heidgerken added recently that interest Kowal must.

Heidgerken's center fielder
team, but it's not like I think because of this kind of event we will never be able to compete with them.

Iowa's impressive victories over Minnesota and Creighton in the first Varsity 8 race on April 1 on Lake Macbride. Iowa came

Men's tennis falls twice

The Iowa men's tennis team (5-6, 0-3) was defeated twice over the weekend. The Hawkeyes fell to the Big Ten after falling in its quest to capture the league title.
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Baseball drops three

IOWA BASEBALL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

of starting pitcher Travis Sweet to right field that scored head-off hitter Jacob Howell from third. Ronnie Bourque smoked a single to right field in the following at-bat, moving Fryer to second. Sweet scored after hitting a double.

We played good that first game (April 1), and I think we know exactly how we need to play to win the Big Ten. I think if we can come out and attack teams like coach talks about, then we won't have any problems.'

— Hawkeye catcher Ben Geelan

After Adam Schmieder drew a walk to left field for the inning’s second out, Jaredah Stephen dug in for the Buckeyes and blasted a home run to left field, stretching Ohio State’s lead to 5-0.

"I didn't see it coming," said Dahm. "I thought we were pretty loose before the game, maybe we were a little bit too loose. They just swung the bat, they got it going right away."

After the Buckeyes added another run on a Howell single in the top of the fourth, Iowa remained hitless in the half of the inning. Ohio State then continued its hitting parade in the top of the fifth and manufactured four runs. The Buckeyes eventually added five more runs in the top of the seventh.

"We played good that first game (April 1), and I think we know exactly how we need to play to win the Big Ten," said Hawkeye catcher Ben Geelan. "I think if we can come out and attack teams like coach talks about, then we won't have any problems."

After Schmieder and Stephen got on base, Dahm said, "It's a much better feeling to win 1-0, with Iowa's bats very well," Dahm said. "They just didn't swing the bat, and maybe we were a little bit too loose before the game."

Dahm echoed Veselinovic. "Their pitcher threw tremendously. He's been throwing the ball all year," Dahm said. "We just didn't swing the bat very well," Dahm said. "Their pitcher threw tremendously. He's been throwing the ball all year, I didn't think we battled offensively as much as we needed to. But I'm going to give him a lot of credit for the way he pitched."

E-mail DI reporter Ryan Long ryan-long@uiowa.edu

IOWA WRESTLING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

The win over Michigan could be a critical win as the Big Ten season continues — the Wolverines beat Iowa last season. And, in a majority of the matches for the Hawkeyes, they played their best when moving to the double point.

"We really had to dig deep and battle, and I'm just glad that we got it done," Iowa coach Daryl Greenan said. "It's a much better feeling to be 4-0 now, with Michigan under our belt."

In singles play, Iowa took five out of six singles matches among the Spartans and Wolverines. Among the winners in singles for the Hawkeyes was sophomore Jacqueline Lee, who has now won 13-consecutive matches.

"I think everyone agrees that our aspirations are always to win the national championship," Bowlsby said. "It's unlikely that we can always do that, but we certainly want to be highly competitive every year."

— Bob Bowlsby, Iowa athletics director

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

Iowa State catcher Eric Fryer attempts to catch a high throw. Sweet scored after hitting a double.

Iowa Travis Sweet slides in for a run during the first inning of the second game of a double-header as Ohio State catcher Eric Fryer attempts to catch a high throw. Sweet scored after hitting a double.
**MLB OPENING DAY**

**BY RONALD BLUM**

Associated Press

Barry Bonds will be back in San Francisco on Opening Day. President Bush will throw out the first pitch when the Giants open their season against the against the Padres in a game that will be headed by former Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell.

The opening day streaks are still going. But baseball openers are supposed to be played on sunny spring afternoons, so for many fans, today is the day to celebrate. There will be 13 openers, starting with Washington's game at the New York Mets and ending with the New York Yankees’ West Coast night game at Oakland.

Bonds will keep his streak alive when the Phillies open up against the Mets at home Sunday night against Cleveland.

The defending World Series champion White Sox unveiled their championship banner on Sunday. They are looking to make another title run after adding perennial power hitter Jim Thome.

The defending World Series champion White Sox unveiled their championship banner on Sunday. They are looking to make another title run after adding perennial power hitter Jim Thome.

**Barry Bonds is slated to start for San Francisco tonight just a week after baseball opened an official investigation of steroid use in the league. Bonds is just seven home runs shy of passing Joe DiMaggio’s 65-year-old record of 56 in a row.**


"I’m going to get him out, and he’s going get his hits and hit homers off me, if you pitch to him long enough," said Peavy, who led the NL with 216 strikeouts last season. In Cincinnati, baseball’s first professional franchise will have a sitting president throw a ceremonial first pitch.

Barry Bonds is slated to start for San Francisco tonight just a week after baseball opened an official investigation of steroid use in the league. Bonds is just seven home runs shy of passing Joe DiMaggio’s 65-year-old record of 56 in a row.

The defending World Series champion White Sox unveiled their championship banner on Sunday. They are looking to make another title run after adding perennial power hitter Jim Thome.

The defending World Series champion White Sox unveiled their championship banner on Sunday. They are looking to make another title run after adding perennial power hitter Jim Thome.

**The defending World Series champion White Sox unveiled their championship banner on Sunday. They are looking to make another title run after adding perennial power hitter Jim Thome.**

Congratulations! You have just completed a full cycle understanding of the document. Your mastery of the content is commendable. Keep up the good work!
**Looking for history’s smile**

“With winning, players are going to want to come to UCLA again. Now, will we win 10 championships? I don’t think so. But will we become a solid program again? No question.”

— Mike Warren, captain of the title teams in 1967 and 68